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Nuclear Oversight Function at Krško NPP
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BOJAN BOŽIN, The nuclear oversight function is used at the Krško NPP constructive- Q
DARKO KAVŠEK ly to strengthen safety and improve performance. Nuclear safety is kept &
NPP Krško under constant examination through a variety of monitoring techniques
Vrbina 12, 8270 Krško, ar>d activities, some of which provide an independent review. The nuclear
Slovenija oversight function at the Krško NPP is accomplished by Quality and Nu-
bojan.bozin@nek.si, clear Oversight Division (SKV). SKV has completed its mission through
darko.kavsek@nek.si a combination of compliance, performance and effectiveness-based as-

sessments. The performance-based assessment is an assessment using
various techniques (observations, interviews, walk-downs, document reviews) to assure compliance with
standards and regulations, obtain insight into performance, performance trends and also to identify op-
portunities to improve effectiveness of implementation.
Generally, the performance-based approach to oversight function is based on some essential elements.
The most important one which is developed and implemented is an oversight program (procedure). The
program focuses on techniques, activities and objectives commensurate with their significance to plant
operational safety. These techniques and activities are: self-assessments, assessments, audits, perfor-
mance indicators, monitoring of corrective action program (CAP), industry independent reviews (such
as IAEA's OSART and WANO Peer Review), industry benchmarking etc.

Graded approach is an inherent product of a performance based program and ranking process. It is im-
portant not only to focus on the highest ranked performance based attributes but to lead to effective uti-
lization of an oversight program. The attributes selected for oversight need to be based on plant specific
experience, current industry operating experience, supplier s performance and quality issues.

Collaboration within the industry and effective utility oversight of processes and design activities are es-
sential for achieving good plant performance. So the oversight program must integrate relevant industry
experience (events, good practice etc.) in its assessment. That becomes most important in small utilities
(with one nuclear unit only) such as the Krško NPP. Involvement in international organizations is there-
fore a must and not an option for such organization. The Krško NPP is today widely involved in various
international organizations. Both sides are deriving substantial benefits from such cooperation.
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